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The development of memory in Europe(ans) of the East Africa campaign of the First 

World War  
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From before the war ended in 1918, recollections of, and around, the campaign in East Africa 
have been published. The earliest known is the novel Follow After by Rhodesian Gertrude 
Page in 1915, followed by George Guerich’s Während des Krieges in Deutsch-Ostafrika und 

Südafrika in 1917. Between then and June 2012, 275 books in nine languages have been 
identified as containing information about the campaign. In addition, numerous articles and 
four films have seen publication. Since the year 2000, interest in the campaign has flared, 
comparatively speaking, with the production and subsequent publication of two British and 
four American theses, popular histories, articles, on-line fora and five novels.1 Battlefield 
tours have started on a small scale with more being planned and the possibility of a re-
enactment is being explored by both German and British battle re-enactors. Using my 
personal experience as an historian of the campaign for over fourteen years this paper will 
provide some thoughts as to how memory and interest in a particular aspect of history can 
develop. The East Africa campaign provides a unique space to explore the development of 
memory in Europe(ans) as it was the ending of the war in Europe which brought the 
campaign in Africa to a close. 

Given the various aspects of the paper which need to be explained and combined, I will start 
with a short overview of the campaign in relation to the main European theatre(s) of war, 
followed by an overview of the existing literature which by definition of my cultural 
experience tends to be British, English-speaking and African-colonial dominated, although 
attempts have been made to identify German, Belgian (French) and Portuguese sources.2 
Interlinking these aspects will be my personal experiences leading to a discussion on how the 
role of the historian and memory has interplayed in order to create history and in turn 
memory. 

Following the declaration of war in August 1914, one of the first acts of aggression took 
place in East Africa when the British navy bombarded the port of Dar es Salaam in German 
East Africa on 8 August (Samson, 2012). Discussion took place in London as to how 
extensively military objectives in Africa should be pursued with the decision being made that 
British territory needed to be safe-guarded and the wireless stations put out of action. An 
Indian Expeditionary Force would be sent to protect British East Africa whilst another would 
put the wireless station at Tanga out of action. The result was disaster for the British and the 

                                                           
1 See Appendix or http://gweaa.com. Articles and chapters in books have not been included in 
this study as they are too numerous and widely scattered. The inclusion of autobiographies is 
patchy as they have only been included if they were identified using the search terms. 
2 Searches included: British Library, US Library of Congress, European Union Library, 
German National Library (DNB), Portuguese National Library and Amazon. It is 
acknowledged that the list has flaws, however, it provides a starting point for a more detailed 
and robust study. 
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assumption of a defensive position. Simultaneously, action was taking place on the lakes in 
southern German East Africa where the German ship on Lake Nyasa was put out of action 
whilst in dry dock. Other action took place on the Northern Rhodesian border and Lake 
Victoria. During this time, too, the Belgians were trying to determine the extent of their 
involvement in Africa whilst the Portuguese were ostensibly neutral. Skirmishes took place 
throughout the remainder of 1914 and 1915 with action picking up in 1916 following the 
arrival of South African troops eventually under the command of the South African Deputy 
Prime Minister and War Minister, General Jan Smuts. Belgian and Portuguese involvement 
increased with British troops being brought from the West Indies, Gold Coast, Nigeria and 
Sierra Leone. In total, twenty-six countries were involved in the campaign either directly in 
fighting, providing supplies or in determining strategy. The campaign, fought on land, water 
and from the air, was finally ended on 25 November 1918, fourteen days after the armistice in 
Europe.  

The campaign in East Africa was remarkably different to that in Europe. Trench warfare was 
non-existent, although trenches were used on occasion as a first line of defence. Men on the 
front were constantly on alert and not rotated in the same way they were on the Western 
Front (Samson, 2012, Corrigan, 2003). Leave was difficult to obtain and illnesses were rife. It 
was a world away from what those in Europe and on the home fronts experienced. That the 
campaign was so different to that fought in Europe has led to an air of mysticism surrounding 
it which lends itself to the telling of adventures – both factual and fictional. The romance of 
Africa and the perceptions in Europe that the men in East Africa were on safari can be seen in 
the pages of The African Queen (1935) and An ice-cream war (1982), whilst the allure of 
adventure, suspense and danger feature in Shout at the devil (1968), Lion in the evening 
(1974), The ghosts of Africa (1980) and The King’s Shilling: A novel (2006). Diaries and 
memoirs, published and unpublished, as well as letters, tell of hunts with camera or to fill the 
pot, recount the quantity and variety of animal and bird observed with little about the 
hardships the men faced. Tsetse fly, dysentery, malaria and blackwater fever did not make for 
heroic exploits and only served to concern those back home. That more than 75 percent of the 
allied men were invalided due to illness and malnutrition failed to make the press headlines 
except for one occasion where an inquest was called into Smuts’ handling of the men at the 
end of his tenure as Commander in Chief (Samson, 2012, p144). 

For the Germans, little information found its way back to Europe during the war, the wireless 
stations having been put out of action. The only way news got through to Germany other than 
through the British press, was when someone, such as Captain Carl Christiansen, managed to 
escape through Portuguese East Africa to return to Germany. Apart from Guerich’s book 
published in 1916, there were three memoirs published in 1917, an official account on 
German soldiers in Belgian captivity, a book on flora with an overview of the conditions at 
the start of the war, and five memoirs which came out in 1918. Of the five memoirs, two 
were by women – one the Governor’s wife, Ada Schnee, and the other by a prisoner of war, 
Elly Proempeler: the nature of the campaign meant that women were on the battlefield either 
travelling with their husbands or caught up in the towns when battles were fought.  
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In the interwar years, memoirs by senior military officials and staff officers dominate 
compared to those written in English. Few politicians mention the campaign in their memoirs 
and even fewer biographers of politicians, as seen by the single statement concerning Jan 
Smuts’ year in East Africa (Smuts, 1952). German women appear to have been more prolific 
in writing of their experiences than those in British East Africa. Apart from the two war time 
publications already mentioned, memoirs by German women appeared in 1919 and in 1925. 
The two known female authors present in British East Africa at the time, Elspeth Huxley and 
Isak Dinnesen (Karen Blixen), both said very little about their war-time experiences then and 
later.  

The first English, including Southern African, publication dealing with the campaign was by 
Gertrude Page, a Rhodesian, who was the first, and only female, novelist of the campaign. 
She dedicated her novel, Follow after (1915), to ‘Dear “Overseas Soldiermen”’, and in 1925, 
her book of short stories, Far from the limelight (reprinted 1934), was dedicated to ‘Those 
left behind’. Her books were for those fighting and about the campaigns as she saw them. The 
first military accounts of the campaign started to appear in 1917 following the change in 
commander from Jan Smuts to Reginald Hoskins and then Jaap van Deventer. The year 1916 
had seen a marked increase in action following the arrival of South African troops led by 
Smuts. In both 1917 and 1918, five memoirs were published by, amongst others, a gunner, 
doctor, volunteer, baobab specialist, two religious men and a sergeant. In 1918, the official 
South African account of Smuts’ command was also published in both English and 
Afrikaans.  

Between the end of the war and the mid-1920s, thirty-two publications are recorded, of which 
eleven were in German. The two official histories of the British navy, one novel, fifteen 
memoirs, eight regimental histories, three biographies and three general histories constituted 
the thirty-two. The number of publications slowed down between the mid-1920s and mid-
1930s with twenty-eight publications in the ten years compared to the thirty-two over the 
preceding six years. In line with the publications on the main theatre of war, the official 
histories had been some of the first publications to reach the public domain between 1917 and 
1941, although for reasons of funding and secrecy, the second volume of the British official 
history of the East Africa campaign was never published (Vandervort, 2009; TNA: CAB 
103/84). The issue of secrecy, as mentioned for not completing the second volume given the 
imminent outbreak of war, sat quite comfortably until a recent perusal of the publication 
dates of the British official histories revealed that at least two were published during the war 
years. One of these was the first volume of the East Africa campaign which ends with an 
apparent victory for the allies in 1916 and was fought along mainly ‘traditional’ combat lines. 
This fits with the approach or assessment of other official history narratives identified by 
Winter and Prost (2005, pp59-63). However, volume two, if published, would end in a stale-
mate which did not fit with the British ‘heroic’ narrative of the time and during the war 
would require a different approach to the other official history editions, particularly given the 
‘guerrilla’ nature the campaign adopted.3 

                                                           
3Discussions are underway in an attempt to get the second volume into the public domain. 
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Between the same years, 1917-1941, ninety diaries, memoirs and other publications 
concerning the war in East Africa were written, including seven works of fiction of which 
one was in Danish and another in German. During the war years, 1939-1941, eight books 
were published including the only Italian publication on the campaign.4 Taking this a little 
further, between 1933 and 1945, the years Hitler was in power, twelve out of the thirty-three 
(36 percent) books published were German. Given the increasing hold which Hitler had over 
Germany, a question is raised regarding the intention of both the authors and the government 
in publishing these texts (Winter & Prost, 2005, p197), especially as it was known that 
Lettow-Vorbeck was anti-Nazi and was only saved from internment in a camp due to his 
military standing in the country. Winter and Prost (2005, p197) note that German historians 
came into writing about the war much later than in other countries, and that the Germans had 
difficulty believing they had actually lost. Is the stab-in-the-back argument the reason for so 
many memoirs concerning East Africa being published at this time? The superiority and 
achievement of the German forces in East Africa would clearly have supported the notion 
that the German army had not been defeated but let down by the politicians – Lettow-
Vorbeck and his men were forced to surrender based on a decision made in Europe. 

Non-fiction surrounding the campaign decreased during the post-World War Two years with 
only thirty-five books published between 1946 and 1980. This period did, however, seem to 
mark a revival of fictional interest with the publication of four novels and two films. Was the 
fictional interest in the campaign indicative of the need to escape following the horrors of 
World War Two? Unlike the novels Winter and Prost refer to during this time, those 
concerning the East Africa campaign, apart from Ghosts of Africa (1980), use the campaign 
as a backdrop. Although publications had declined overall, a steady increase in the number of 
publications on the campaign towards the end of the period, both memoir and regimental, led 
to historian Bruce Vandervort noting that “[The] heyday [of the historiography of the East 
Africa campaign] came between the 1960s and 1980s when no less than five English-
language popular histories of the East African war appeared, all narratives written in the 
‘guns and drums’ style of the ‘old military history,’ largely operational in approach, heavily 
focused on leading personalities – especially Lettow-Vorbeck – and resolutely Eurocentric. 
The best of them was Charles Miller’s Battle for the Bundu: The First World War in East 

Africa [1974]” (Vandervort, 2009, pp287-8). 

From the late 1990s through to 2012, the number and variety of publications on East Africa 
increased considerably with five novels published between 2005 and 2010.5 On average 7.6 
books on the campaign, including the aforementioned novels, were published each year 
between 2000 and 2012.6 These are all in English except for seven German publications, of 
which three were published in 2010, and one in Polish (2008). 

                                                           
4 Since writing this paper, another two have come to light but not been included. 
5 Includes A matter of time by Alex Capus (2012), a Swiss-French author who writes in 
German  
6 Number of books published each year: 5 in 2000, 10 in 2001, 7 in 2002, 6 in 2003, 6 in 
2004, 7 in 2005, 10 in 2006, 8 in 2007, 13 in 2008, 7 in 2009, 10 in 2010, 6 in 2011, 4 in first 
half of 2012 
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Looking at other countries involved in the campaign, the Belgian government published its 
first documents on the campaign in East Africa in 1917 and 1918, presumably in an attempt 
to get its voice heard before the peace discussions. These publications as well as the first 
German publication fit into the timeline identified by Winter and Prost when war aims were 
being identified in Europe due to the entry of the USA to, and exit of the USSR from, the 
struggle (Winter & Prost, 2005, p47). Germany was quite open about its desire to form a 
Mittelafrika with the Belgian Congo as the pivot which would have prompted the Belgian 
response. This would also explain why the close working relationship between Belgian and 
British or allied forces in East Africa do not feature in the Belgian official history. It would 
have undermined Belgium’s territorial claim.  

Given the extent of Portugal’s involvement in the campaign, officially and otherwise, 
Portuguese publications have been scarce. In total there have been three publications 
identified to date: two in Portuguese published in 1917 and 1996 and one in English in 2010. 
Portugal was rather late in coming to the table regarding the campaign which is not surprising 
given the uncertainty which governed the country’s involvement during the war years and 
that the country only officially entered the war in 1916. Portugal’s role is now starting to be 
addressed by historians.7  

In contrast, the American military has had an ‘avid’ interest in the campaign. The US was not 
directly involved in the fighting of the campaign but did impact on the strategy and politics of 
it during the war due to its position on colonies. During the 1930s, three studies were 
undertaken and four in the 2000s, aligning the trend with the increased interest elsewhere. 
Most of these studies have focused on the German aspect which is not surprising given that 
the Germans remained in the field for so long with very little outside support.  

A country not involved in the campaign but which has expressed a recent interest is Poland. 
A Polish history of the campaign appeared in 2008 entitled Afryka Wschodnia 1914-1918 by 
Pawel Brudek and there is also a Polish discussion forum8 where the East Africa campaign 
features briefly. An unsuccessful attempt has been made to try and ascertain the reason 
behind this interest as none is obviously discernible. This contrasts with the single Italian 
publication which came out in 1940. Italy had been negotiating with the French and British to 
increase its territory in East Africa during the Great War and had been given Jubaland as part 
of the 1915 Treaty of London agreement. It could well be that the 1940 publication was 
therefore an attempt to justify Italy’s demand for more African territory, however, 
confirmation of this assumption is needed by someone who understands Italian. 

In the past, where historians and others interested in the campaign were limited to locally 
obtainable sources, or a chance-meeting with another scholar of the campaign at a general 
event on the First World War, the advent of the internet has radically changed things. The 
change was most marked when comparing the information I available at the time of my thesis 
(1998-2003) and the writing of my latest book on the topic (2010-2011). In the first study, I 
                                                           
7 Ana Paula Pires and Maria Fernanda Rollo are, in 2012, looking at the economic aspects of 
Portugal’s involvement. 
8 http://www.historycy.org/index.php?showtopic=45200 
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recall ‘exhausting’ the results returned in an internet search.9 Today, I am overwhelmed by 
the number of ‘finds’ with even more – particularly German – being found in checking 
information for this paper. Discussion forums have increased since the introduction of the 
internet in about 1991 and the East Africa campaign features on a few of them, although there 
are more websites telling the story of the campaign.  

The most popular English forum is the 1914-1918 Forum.10 In each of the two years sampled, 
2008/9 and 2011/12, 150 discussions featured the campaign and in the year 2011/12, 73 
separate people were identified as having commented on the campaign. More specifically, of 
the 243 discussions found in the sub-section on Sub-Sahara, 134 deal specifically with East 
Africa, the first post being placed in October 2003. This compares to 898 discussion threads 
on another ‘colonial’ campaign which was of much shorter duration – Gallipoli – and 595 for 
the other main South African contribution – Delville Wood.11 The 1914-1918 Forum is 
mostly frequented by non-professional/academic historians.12 The academic equivalent, H-
Net (H-Africa) was started in 1989 before the advent of the internet, but quickly found a 
place and following on the World Wide Web. A search on ‘East Africa’ and ‘World War’ 
returned 294 results of which closer perusal led to five discussion threads dealing specifically 
with the East Africa campaign between 1995 and 2012.13 Of the other discussion fora, one is 
Danish and three are English with German contributions.14 

Struggling to find information on the campaign, and with a penchant for battlefield tours, an 
enthusiast, Howard Chinner, set about tracking down individuals and groups across the world 
with an interest in the East Africa campaign. The internet played a crucial part. In 2010, 
Howard formed the Great War in East Africa Association and in February 2011 a website for 
the group was launched.15 When Howard passed away unexpectedly in July 2011, I decided 
to take over co-ordination of the group to continue the sharing of information around the 
campaign. The membership, of 56 at 10 June 2012, consists of male and female from across 
the English speaking world as well as from East Africa, Denmark, Germany and Brazil. 
Although there is a discussion forum on the site, most communication takes place by email 
between groups of members and wider interested parties due to the nature of the discussions 
– planning battlefield tours. Through these various links, a suggestion was made to hold a 
conference on the campaign and I took up the mantle to enable like-minded historians to get 

                                                           
9 Alan Rutherford (2001) lists ten books and an internet source in his search to understand 
grandfather Arthur Beagle’s involvement.  
10 http://1914-1918.invisionzone.com/forums/index.php 
11 Information as at 31 May 2012  
12 For the purposes of this paper, professional/academic historian is defined as someone who 
either works in an academic institution as an historian or who has a doctorate in the field. 
13 Topic threads for H-Net (Africa): Jul 1995 – Black soldiers; Feb 2001 – Review on 
Malcolm Page; Oct 2004 – New books on German East African Military; Mar 2008 – Africa 
and WW1; Feb/Apr 2012 – Great War in East Africa CFP and Conference notification 
14 http://www.chakoten.dk/indexe.html, http://www.military-
discussion.com/forum/index.php?topic=337.0; http://forum.axishistory.com/; 
www.firstworldwarstudies.org  
15 http://gweaa.com  
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together. The conference is scheduled for July 2012, after the submission of this paper, but 
already interest has been far-reaching and diverse, including a discussion on ‘mapping’ the 
campaign and the possibilities of a battle re-enactment. In addition the website focus has 
changed. It has now become a hub of information, pulling together information scattered 
across the web and directing visitors to the most relevant sources about the campaign.  

Being an independent researcher, not linked to an academic institution by choice, but 
following the practices of the professional historian, has brought me into contact with the 
variety of people studying aspects of the campaign for a myriad of reasons. The subtle 
differences in approach and assumptions has led me to challenge my own values and beliefs 
in relation to being an historian and how this fits with promoting remembrance of those 
affected by the war in Africa.16 I ‘fell’ into this interest as much as I ‘fell’ into studying the 
East Africa campaign at roughly the same time. Having grown up in South Africa, I had not 
heard of our involvement in East Africa until in the United Kingdom completing my MA 
dissertation on Jan Smuts. This journey has been documented elsewhere,17 however, 
watching how the memory or remembrance of the campaign develops remains an interest and 
brings into question my role in this regard – the historian versus the promoter of 
remembrance (which Winter and Prost, 2005, p3, implies is purposeful engagement in 
remembering). 

This study has shed some interesting light on the recording of the various groups involved in 
the campaign. Although I regard myself as African, others classify me and other whites 
resident or previously resident in Africa, as European. This point only helps with the title of 
the paper as most of the authors of the 275 books and numerous articles are white and/or 
from Europe. To date, the assumption has been that very little has been written on non-white 
involvement in the campaign. However, this study has identified a few books (26 or one-
tenth)18 and an increasing number of discussion threads, covering the role of Indians and 
blacks and one memoir, that of Mzee Ali by Bror MacDonell. Bruce Vandervort (2009), one 
of the few academics to look at the publications on the campaign looks mainly at, articles of 
which the main focus, including the few books he does mention, is the askari and/or porter or 
carrier. Vandervort notes that few of these texts were published in Britain. What impact did 
the US Civil Rights and Anti-Apartheid movements have on the focus of study turning to 
non-white, and in particular black, participation during the period covered by Vandervort?  

                                                           
16 I followed with great interest the discussion on the First World War Studies forum in 2011 
on where/how the Society should commemorate the Great War. The jostling by academic 
historians will provide a rich source of evidence in determining how the study of history 
intersects with the political and memory. 
17 Anne Samson, ‘The impact of the East Africa campaign 1914-1918 on South Africa and 
beyond’ in Ravi Ahuja et al (2010) The world in World Wars: experiences, perceptions and 

perspectives from the south (BRILL) 
18 Six texts published in 1926, four: 1927 and 1980, ten: 1980-1999, six: 2000-2012. The use 
of ‘non-white’ in this paper has no value judgement. It is purely a term to identify a collective 
group (Black, Indian, Asian, Coloured/Mixed race) in order to save space and improve 
readability. 
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The East Africa campaign provides a solid backdrop for ascertaining how participants in the 
campaign and later interested students identified themselves and were identified by others. 
For example, I (Samson, 2012, p138) have always assumed that Ewart Grogan, an adventurer 
and settler in British East Africa, was British because he was born there before settling in 
East Africa. However, it has recently come to light that he was regarded at the time as South 
African – despite only spending a maximum of four years in that territory before it became a 
united country. This leads to a supposition that colonists who had spent time outside of the 
mother country were no longer regarded as British. This is an area requiring further study, 
particularly given the concerns of the British about the Boers who were fighting in the 
campaign and thought to be misleading the South Africans. Boers fought on both sides – how 
are they distinguished and what did the nuanced terms mean in 1914/18 compared with 
today? Answering this question would enable new approaches to be used in understanding 
South African society. 

The increase in the number of people looking into their family pasts is a search for identity – 
an explanation for who we are. The interest in family history is a phenomenon which has 
increased since the decline of nationalism or what Pierre Nora regards as a ‘sign of profound 
political disorientation’ (Winter, 2006, p285). In January 2009, I posted a question on the 
1914-1918 Forum on why participants are interested in the campaign. Of the twenty-one 
respondents, including myself, nine (43 percent) came to the campaign through a family 
member or close family friend, four due to discovery of the campaign having lived in a 
related African country and the remainder through general interests such as battle honours, 
artillery, mining, university degree study and wider reading on World War One. Of this latter 
group, four in particular mentioned Lettow-Vorbeck being a draw-card. His appeal is perhaps 
not too surprising given that he is regarded as the only undefeated German General and the 
only German commander to occupy British territory (Taveta) during the war.19 For more than 
half of the respondents to this discussion thread, identity is the underpinning drive into their 
exploration around the campaign. 

This accords with the membership of the Great War in East Africa Association. However, 
there is an interesting and potentially significant discussion happening at the time of writing 
regarding memory, identity and remembrance. A group of members of the association 
including a German, black Tanzanian and Kenyan are liaising on the possibility of a battle re-
enactment. The discussion is around the feasibility and possible location – preferably 
Tanzania, but there is a question over spectators and interested parties. The issue is that the 
war was seen as a ‘white man’s war’ and although hugely disruptive at the time, was just 
another aspect of life. Slave raids had devastated communities before and yet life continued; 

                                                           
19 One respondent had Belgian links, another German and one New Zealand. Four have been 
identified as female. Responses to the post were ten in the first month, four in 2010, two in 
2011 and four in 2012. These response counts are only of individual first posts. In total, there 
were 34 postings in this thread. 
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the campaign happened, the white rulers stayed and life continued.20 Memory and knowledge 
of the campaign was further affected by the independence of the territories when all reference 
to colonial events was removed from the national curriculum. At present there does not seem 
to be sufficient interest or knowledge of the campaign to warrant the investment such an 
event would require. 

The contrast in remembrance between Africans and Europeans was brought home on a visit 
to one of the African battle sites in 2011. Having got to the top of a hill where a major battle 
had been fought, we spotted some people waiting around our vehicle. On returning, a group 
of Masai women asked our guide, also a Masai, what we had been doing. They could not 
understand our interest in a dusty, uninhabited hill until he explained that as the Masai talked 
about the achievements of their great chiefs, we were coming to see where the British and 
German great chiefs had fought. Somewhat satisfied, they wished us well and went on their 
way. There is still a strong national or tribal identity in East Africa and until this changes, or 
economic demands impact, there is unlikely to be much remembrance of the campaign 
amongst black East Africans. Having said this, a memory and interest may well start as some 
black Kenyans at safari lodges have been trained on specific battles in the area and will take 
interested guests to the sites. Perhaps as the economic potential around battlefield enthusiast, 
and genealogical, visits increases, so a memory or remembrance of the campaign will 
develop amongst black East Africans. By then, all first and possibly second-hand accounts 
will have disappeared.21 

A related trend, bringing the discussion back to published material is the increasing number 
of memoirs published since 1994 by relatives of men who had fought in the East African 
campaign. These are generally privately published, whilst at the other extreme, academic and 
mainstream publishers, seem more interested in explanations of aspects of the campaign – 
articles – and the grand narrative – Edward Paice’s Tip and Run (1998) springing to mind as 
the best of the latter. Unlike the earlier grand narratives, the newer narratives tend to deal 
with more than just the military exploits – elements of social, cultural and economics make 
an appearance. This trend and the later publication of memoirs by family members supports 
Winter and Prost’s (2005, pp174-175) periodisation of 1970 being the time from when most 
eye witnesses were no longer able to write or tell their story and the development of 
academia. There is a gap of thirty years, 1964-1994, where no memoirs appear to have been 
published in book form in any language concerning the East Africa campaign. Since 1994, 
twenty memoirs have been published for public consumption compared to 69 before 1964 
(1.1 vs 1.38 books per year). Anecdotal evidence suggests that many more family historians 
are producing memoirs or family records only for immediate family consumption. 

                                                           
20 The attitude expressed above is reflective of the ‘life goes on’ attitude which is more 
prevalent in Africa than in Europe or the West. This is supported by the frank statements as 
expressed in Mzee Ali’s account of slave raiding and life as an askari. 
21 Giles Foden (2005) found an old mzee who recalled an aspect of the battle on Lake 
Tanganyika and I have found one person in six years of questioning who recalls South 
Africans returning from raids looking for bananas in the Moshi area. 
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Another post-1990 trend has been the number of reprints of earlier publications. A few books 
such as those by Lettow-Vorbeck had been reprinted before 1990. However, these are 
comparatively few. In total twenty-one texts have been reprinted, some as many as six times. 
In addition, eighteen texts, of which twelve were first published before 1934 are freely 
available on open access on the internet. Excluding Battery or Naval and Military Press 
which have published the majority of reprints, there is no one publisher which can be 
associated with the East Africa campaign in the same way that Winter and Prost (2005, p199) 
note about the Western Front. Other than the reprints and private publications (eleven post-
1990; six pre-1962), John Murray accounts for six publications, mostly memoirs and all, 
except one, before 1925, Koehler, the German publisher oversaw five memoirs published 
before 1932 and another ten publishers produced either three or four of the texts. The 
American military has permitted seven theses to be made available on the internet: three from 
the 1930s and four between 2001 and 2003. 

Mention has been made of four films dealing with East Africa. Two are based on novels 
using the campaign as a backdrop, one is an historical fiction where an aspect of the 
campaign is the main feature with fictitious characters and the fourth is a documentary. All 
have been directed and produced by different people. Using the analysis of film by Winter 
and Prost (2005, p189) as a basis, again, the films dealing with East Africa do not obviously 
depict the war in the different phases as those concerning the Western Front do. However, 
they all add to the mystique and mythology of the campaign.  

Although there are significant differences between the recording of the campaign in East 
Africa and those in Europe, there is overall correlation with the trends identified by Winter 
and Prost (2005). Unlike the European war, the generals have not written about their 
experiences in East Africa, although the commanders of individual forces have recorded the 
exploits of their men. They set out to ‘set the record straight’ for men who were unlikely to 
be able to do so. This setting straight of the record continued into the next generation of 
individuals who have tried to understand the contribution family members made during the 
war. Alongside these personal recollections is that of academia, which has produced very 
few, comparatively speaking, books. Academics have tended to prefer articles and chapters 
within compilations on specific or general aspects of the war. 

Vandervort’s chapter on the literature of the campaign in 2009 appears to be the first attempt 
to understand how remembrance of the campaign has materialised.22 This paper has gone 
further looking at a variety of languages and at all groups interested in the campaign. 
However, further work needs to be done on articles surrounding the campaign as this is an 
area that the non-academic historian has moved into in the past few years. Their articles are 
featuring on websites and in popular military and association journals. Many have been a 
return to the military narrative using original documents as they have a distrust of academics 
                                                           

22
 Anne Samson, Le souvenir de la campagne d’Afrique de l’Est 1914-1918 en Afrique de 

Sud. L’utilisation de la mémoire par les historiens et l’impact des historiens sur la mémoire’ 
in Lafon, A, Mastin, D & Piot C (eds), La Grande Guerre aujourd’hui : Mémoire(s), 

Histoire(s), Actes du Colloque d’Agen-Nérac  (14-15 novembre 2008) (Éditions d’Albret & 
Academie des Sciences, Lettres et arts d’Agen, 2009) 
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who ‘only use secondary sources to write their histories. [Academics] never go back to the 
original documents to uncover the truth’. Many academics would dispute this, given the 
‘rules’ and understanding of academic study. However, both groups are uncovering aspects of 
the campaign hitherto kept hidden and finding a way to bridge the gap between the two can 
only enrich the memory or remembrance of the campaign.  

There has always been some memory of the campaign and this has fluctuated over time in 
line with wider contextual events, as has the memory of the Western Front. However, acts of 
remembrance have increased over time and appear to be reaching a momentum at present – 
inspired by the awareness of the forthcoming centenary. This places the historian in a 
contradictory position – that of theorist and recorder as well as activist. Publishers are 
pushing the activist element as the centenary provides an opportunity to sell more books due 
to the wider interest and bringing into consciousness the events of 100 years ago. This in turn 
leads to spin-off interests such as battlefield tours – an attempt to experience and see what 
happened. This revisiting of sites and re-enactments, as a result, is enabling a new set of 
rituals, albeit a ‘symbolic substitute’, to be developed thereby creating a ‘second-order 
memory’(Winter on Nora, 2006, p285). 

Acknowledging the contradiction of recorder and activist enables the historian to look on 
remembrance in a relatively objective manner whilst acknowledging that when they 
participate consciously in remembrance, they are unable to remain neutral (Deacon, 2012). 
As much as I try and dissociate my work as an historian from that of a promoter of 
remembrance, I cannot, for as Paul Fussell (2000, p336) noted ‘in every piece of non-fiction, 
there is an element of autobiography’. What is important is being aware of the difference and 
acknowledging that by producing any ‘memory’ of the campaign, I am contributing to its 
remembrance. 
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